
Picture Books

Love TailsLove Tails
by Rob Sayegh
Introduces different dog breeds, dog
tails, and how a dog shows love.

Perfectly PegasusPerfectly Pegasus
by Jessie Sima
Nimbus, a lonely pegasus, searches
for a fallen star to wish for a friend
who is just like her and meets a
unicorn named Kelp along the way.

* Tiny T. Rex and the Very* Tiny T. Rex and the Very
Dark DarkDark Dark
by Jonathan Stutzman
Tiny T. Rex and his dino friend,
Pointy, work together to figure out a
solution to their fear of the dark
during a first backyard campout.

Up on BobUp on Bob
by Mary Sullivan
Bob the dog works hard to make
the bed perfect for sleeping all day
but as soon as he settles down, he
senses the cat watching him.

Mel FellMel Fell
by Corey R. Tabor
Mel, an endearing, courageous
kingfisher, falls down, down, down
before learning to fly up, up, up in
this celebration of self-confidence
and taking a leap of faith.

AccidentAccident
by Andrea Tsurumi
When a clumsy armadillo named
Lola knocks over a glass pitcher,
she sets off a silly chain of
mishaps, including a stoat
snarled in spaghetti, an airborne
sheep and a bull who has broken a whole shop's worth
of china.
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The Wall in the Middle of theThe Wall in the Middle of the
BookBook
by Jon Agee
A knight who feels secure on his side of
the wall that divides his book discovers
that his side is not as safe as he
thought.

Daniel's Good DayDaniel's Good Day
by Micha Archer
When his neighbors give a variety
of answers to the question "What is
a good day?" Daniel writes a poem
about the everyday activities that
give them joy.

Are You a Cheeseburger?Are You a Cheeseburger?
by Monica Arnaldo
When Grub the hungry raccoon meets
Seed, Grub agrees to help Seed get
planted. But Grub has just one big
question first: Could Seed grow Grub's
favorite food, mouthwatering

cheeseburgers? So begins a hilarious story of unlikely
friends and the pressure of expectations.

I Have a BalloonI Have a Balloon
by Ariel Bernstein
Very much wanting a shiny red balloon
that belongs to Owl, Monkey tries
pleading and offering to trade, before
capturing Owl's interest with an
intriguing sock.

Ten in a HurryTen in a Hurry
by Lo Cole
A school of fish is consumed, one by
one and color by color, until the
littlest and last fish takes a dramatic
stand.

* There's a Mouse in My House* There's a Mouse in My House
by Ross Collins
Bear finds an unwelcome guest in his
house, and this mouse just won't leave!
But when there's an unexpected knock
at the door, will Bear decide that visitors
aren't so bad after all?
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Carmela Full of WishesCarmela Full of Wishes
by Matt de la Peña
Carmela, finally old enough to run
errands with her brother, tries to think
of the perfect wish, while his wish
seems to be that she stayed home.

We All Play = : KimêtawânawWe All Play = : Kimêtawânaw
by Julie Flett
Based on the Cree teaching of
wahkohtowin, interconnectedness
and play, this book reminds young
readers how from chasing, chirping
birds, to swimming, squirting whales, animals play just
like them.

Singing in the RainSinging in the Rain
by Arthur Freed
A picture book adaptation of the song
"Singing in the rain," which celebrates
the glory of clouds and rain.

I'm Not a Mouse!I'm Not a Mouse!
by Evgeniia Golubeva
Olivia really doesn't like her
nickname -- mostly because it gets
her into some sticky situations! How
can she persuade her mom to stop
using it?

Bird HouseBird House
by Blanca Gómez
A little girl and her abuela tend to an
injured bird they find in the snow,
allowing it to fly around the living room
until it is ready to be released.

The Leaf ThiefThe Leaf Thief
by Alice Hemming
When autumn leaves start
disappearing, Squirrel is befuddled by
this development and wonders if there
is a leaf thief on the loose!

House MouseHouse Mouse
by Michael Hall
A clever and resourceful mouse looking
for a safe place to settle down learns
that home is wherever you make it.

Norman Didn't Do It! : (Yes,Norman Didn't Do It! : (Yes,
He Did.)He Did.)
by Ryan T. Higgins
Norman, a porcupine whose best
friend is a tree named Mildred,
begins to feel jealous when another
tree starts growing close to Mildred

and acts out against the new tree.

What if, Pig?What if, Pig?
by Linzie Hunter
After deciding to throw a party for
Mouse and their friends, Pig cannot help
but think of every "what if" that could
possibly go wrong.

The FogThe Fog
by Kyo Maclear
A human-watching little bird becomes
dismayed when a deep fog rolls in and
obstructs his view, a largely ignored
dilemma that compels the bird to seek
out others who notice it.

Jinx and the Doom FightJinx and the Doom Fight
Crime!Crime!
by Lisa Mantchev
Instead of fighting each
other, Jinx and her little brother
The Doom spend their days fighting
crime, protecting the planet, and taking lunch breaks.

Smitten with KittensSmitten with Kittens
by Florence Friedmann Minor
This purr-fect book for read-alouds is
all about kittens and how much there
is to love about them.

Fear the BunnyFear the Bunny
by Richard T. Morris
An adaptation of William Blake's classic
poem depicts an indignant tiger who
believes that he is decidedly more
ferocious than the bunnies of his woodland home.

One Snowy DayOne Snowy Day
by Diana Murray
An early concept counting story depicts
an energetic puppy and two children
who share a fun-filled snow day
sledding, throwing snowballs, and more.
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